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UNVEILED:  
BOTTLER ULTIMATE ONBOARD ACCESSORY FOR SUPERYACHT OWNERS 
WITH GOOD TASTE FOR WINE 
 

At the 11th Annual Nantucket Wine Festival Paraffin owner and wine 

connoisseur Mike Kittredge has received the first tailor made Bottler to 

treasure his favourite wines in ‘Paraffin style’. 

Bottler is proud to announce the unveiling of its exclusive wine holder to the elite crowd of 

wine aficionados at the 11th Annual Nantucket Wine Festival. Paraffin owner Mike 

Kittredge has received the first Bottler from his close friend and confidant, Mr. Robert 

Shepherd (YCO-Monaco). The Kittredge family is well known for their generous hospitality 

and their excellent taste.  

About Paraffin 

The handcrafted Bottler will be part of the exclusive mahogany interior of the 197-foot 

motoryacht Paraffin, which is highlighted by carved rope moldings and inlaid stars. 

Paraffin has many unique and outstanding features, like the 400-bottle “wine cellar” in the 

dining room and stowage for 450 wineglasses, a warming table in the galley that can keep 

upwards of 30 plates heated at a time and seat shakers in the sky lounge’s sofas that, 

when coordinated with the film being shown on the huge plasma-screen TV in the room, 

provide the ultimate moviegoing experience.  

About Bottler 

Bottler BV, a Dutch company, manufactures the ultimate onboard accessory to hold wine 

or champagne in ultimate balance, even during rough seas.  Designed by a famous Dutch 

interior yacht designer, who was also responsible for the artist impressions and interior 

workshop drawings of the Paraffin. He was inspired by Gerolamo Cardano, the Italian 

physician, philosopher and mathematician, developed in 1537 his 'cardanic suspension' 

(gimbals), in order to hold the compass stably against the ships movements. It concerns 

of three concentric rings, in which the compass hangs always perpendicularly.  

The Bottler is bespoke, manufactured by hand with watch-making precision and can be 

custom designed to match any interior. 

Prices upon request.  



 
 

About the 11th Annual Nantucket Wine Festival 

Each May, wine and food experts from around the United States come to the cosmopolitan 

Nantucket Island, for a celebration of food and wine. Over the past ten years the 

Nantucket Wine Festival has blossomed into one of the Country's top three food and wine 

festivals. 

For additional details or more information regarding Bottler, please contact Fokke Jan 

Middendorp  
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